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Greetings Members of World Masters Hockey, 

WMH is thrilled with the huge growth in Masters hockey as evidenced by the number of teams 

(more than 240) who will be participating in our four World Cup tournaments in 2020. 

Given this, we are concerned that no one European National Association, regional association, or 

local club will have the resources to host one European Cup in 2021. 

WMH has therefore revised its Stage One Bid Application for the European Cup and has broken the 

age groups and genders down into several different events – though of course any NA or regional 

association or club could submit a bid for more than one tournament if they so choose. 

WMH anticipates that this revised structure would open the door for additional bids, since these 

smaller tournaments could be held on two pitches over a shorter period of time, which we think 

might appeal to many of the younger Masters age groups. 

The attached papers provide more detail, but in essence: 

1  A National Association (or designated regional association/local club) can bid for one 

tournament only with a single 2 pitch facility. 

2  A National Association (or designated regional association/local club) can request to merge 

two or more concurrent tournaments into one larger tournament to be held at the same 

time and marketed as one tournament. In the case of merging two tournaments together 

the requirement is for a 2+2 facility combination within 15 mins/10 km of each other.  

Having 4 pitches at the one facility would comply with this.  

There would be nothing to prevent a bidder merging 3 tournaments together. This could be 

done by way of a 6 pitch facility, or a 4 pitch facility and a 2 pitch facility within 15 mins/10 

km of each other, or by three sets of 2 pitch facilities all within 15 mins/10 km of each other. 

If sufficient facilities existed within 15 mins/10 km of each other a bidder could bid to host 

up to all of the tournaments at the same time. 
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Alternatively, a National Association (or designated regional association/local club) can choose to 

make stand-alone applications for as many of the tournaments as they want. In this case the only 

requirement is the 2 pitch facility. These tournaments will not be marketed as one and will not take 

place at the same time. There is nothing to stop a bidder biding to host some or  all of the 

tournaments at the same 2 pitch facility at different dates. 

Please feel free to email me if you have additional questions.  Attached are the following: 

• WMH Event Options European Cup 2021 and appendices 

• Stage One Bid Application for European Cup 2021. 
 

Please note the deadline for the submission of Stage One Bid Applications is 20th March 2020. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 
Sue Briggs   
WMH Secretary  
Email:  secretary.wmh@gmail.com 
 

 


